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I guess we should go out and kill things, since we may as well experience as much as we can.

Sure, that's dramatizing it, but it's still the mentality you're going to breed. Morality has been the
cornerstone of civilization, when you start breaking down fundamental barriers to insane actions, it
becomes "normal" to do what was once detrimental to an organized society.[/quote]

The huge difference between this is, that Weed doesn't really put people in jail, unless you are a
dealer, or grower. If you consider killing people the same as doing drugs which harm your health,
not your reputation, then you got to rethink that again.
 
Marijuana just relaxes you, and you dont start seeing things like some of you may think, its just a
big body buzz, and you actually have very high concentration when your on it.

I personally smoke it, because i find its something to consume time , and its pretty damn cheap,
infact its about twice as cheap as cigarettes around here, depending on who you buy from.

Around here the laws even got decressed so much because police were busting so many people
with small amounts, and they had to goto court to settle it, that they were actually loosing money..

 They ended up changing the law to a massive increase of 28 grams or more will give you a 200$
ticket.

If you think its bad, please tell me who exactly it is....
Here is some facts to help prove that, this Natural plant really isent as bad as you may think.
-------------------------------------------------
Marijuana is one of the safest therapeutically active substances known. No one has ever died
from an overdose, and it has a wide variety of therapeutic applications:

Relief from nausea and increase of appetite;
Reduction of intarlobular ("within the eye") pressure;
Reduction of muscle spasms
Relief from chronic pain. 

Marijuana is frequently beneficial in the treatment of the following conditions:

AIDS,Glaucoma,Cancer,Multiple Sclerosis,Epilepsy,Chronic Pain.

Prior to 1937, at least 27 medicines containing marijuana were legally available in the United
States.
---Many who used marijuana recreationally also suffered from diseases for which marijuana is
beneficial. By fluke, they discovered its therapeutic usefulness. 

And a ratio on how bad it is compared to other things.
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There is no existing evidence of anyone dying of a marijuana overdose. Tests performed on mice
have shown that the ratio of cannabinoids (the chemicals in marijuana that make you high)
necessary for overdose to the amount necessary for intoxication is 40,000:1. 

For comparison's sake, that ratio for alcohol is generally between 4:1 and 10:1. Alcohol overdoses
claim approximately 5,000 casualties yearly, but marijuana overdoses kill no one as far as any
official reports. 

 
===========
The data from previous studies, published in numerous books and scholarly journals, covered
such matters as marijuana's effects on the brain, lungs, immune and reproductive systems; its
impact on personality, developmental and motivational states; and its addictive potential.

Although these studies did not answer all remaining questions about marijuana toxicity, they
generally supported the idea that marijuana was a relatively safe drug -- not totally free from
potential harm, but unlikely to create serious harm for most individual users or society.

 

Ok that sums it up, read what you want, otherwise skip all you want, i find it has many benifits, as
well as many things that do damage, but not nearly as bad as alcohol , which i have not drank a
sip for a full year now.
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